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Photovoltaic in the fast lane:
a short case for quality
Dirk Tegtmeyer, CEO Ingenieurbüro Mencke & Tegtmeyer
GmbH, gives PES a short look into the near future and
explains why quality is paramount as PV conquers the world
and nobody can stop it. Even in Germany, where politicians
tried to shut down PV installations and industry, the news
gets better every year.
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The last tender for renewables saw a 32 to
0 for PV to wind energy. This is good for PV,
but we should have wind in mind as well.
The actual news says that Intersolar
Germany is already booked out. And
Fraunhofer ISE announces that PV energy
is already cheaper than fossil energy in
some installations in Germany. While
Photovoltaic components become cheaper
and cheaper, one has to think about the
energy output.

residential houses it will be cheaper to
install a small battery system for use of PV
energy instead of buying from the utility
companies. Using optimised control
systems the energy drawn from the grid can
be minimised to less than 20 % of the
overall consumption. Together with new
concepts of electric vehicles, with
bidirectional charging, this step can get to
more autonomy and the energy yield can be
seen directly through the control systems.

What will be main stream and what will
become another part of PV industries? For

For large-scale installations of gridconnected systems the energy output is
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much more important to be within the limit
of planned yields. Every loss in energy
output costs not only money, but stability
for the grid. Therefore it is very important to
know the actual yield and performance of
the system throughout the whole of the day.
Real time monitoring gives supply security
and helps the operator to run the system
within the planned range.
Many activities and solutions are well
known and used for detecting defects and
specific problems like micro cracks in PV
modules due to problems during
production, transport or installation.
Portable flash-light systems,
electroluminescence measurements,
drones with infrared cameras or
photoluminescence measurements are
commonly used to detect failures within the
modules and strings.
Experts for maintenance and service
nowadays are able to find the most
important failures in the electric installation
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and inverters within a short time. But all
these points are minor. The priority has to
be to set quality in production, transport,
installation and monitoring, so that failures
can be minimised during the complete
lifetime of a PV system.
Ingenieurbüro Mencke & Tegtmeyer GmbH
(M&T) not only equipped industry and
research institutes with tools for quality
assurance, but also provided experiences
to installers and consultants.
Starting with sun simulators and I-V curve
analysers for research, development and
PV module production, especially the large
range of silicon irradiance sensors made it
easy and cost-effective for monitoring
companies. The additional costs for
monitoring went down, so that many

companies could afford these installations
in more and more systems.
Over the the last years it has been possible
to improve the measurement uncertainty for
irradiance measurements significantly and
also to optimise the mean-time between
failures. Si sensors have been available for
PV system monitoring for 20 years and
more. There M&T only wants to see their
sensors back for recalibration.
There are many solutions that upgrade PV
installations to a new level. And there are
solutions that have been great in the past,
but have become almost invisible as well.
Balcony modules with integrated inverters
for direct grid plug-in are within in sight in
Germany. All technical specifications have
been discussed and now the installations

can start.
The time, when electro mobility will
increase the possibility of bidirectional
charging and discharging and will provide
real estate owners with PV systems to run
the combination of PV, battery and vehicle
in optimum mode.
Building integrated PV was a nice and also
large part of installations during the 1990s
in Germany, but was forgotten during the
large-scale PV installations in the new
century. But the know-how is still there and
some production lines are producing
modules for multifunctional facades again.
Hopefully we will see more of these building
integrations within the near future.
www.ib-mut.de

Façade of the ADAC building integrated PV system, built in 1998 taken
by Dieter Osmer the installer of the system, which was designed by Detlef
Mencke, one of the founders of M&T

Ingenieurbüro Mencke & Tegtmeyer
GmbH: a brief history

Feb 2005 IMT Solar becomes exclusive
distributor for Northern America

2009

 irst steady-state sun
F
simulator upgrade with LED

July 1993

Nov 2005 N
 ew housing for silicon
irradiance sensor

2011

 lanned 600 kWp PV project
P
‘Messehallen Bremen’

Jul 2006

Aug 2011 M
 oved to new company
building

Founded by Detlef Mencke
and Dirk Tegtmeyer as a
spin-off of Institut für
Solarenergieforschung
Hameln / Emmerthal (ISFH)

Nov 1993

F
 irst PV I-V curve analyser
sold

Mar 1994

First steady-state sun
simulator sold

1995

F
 irst silicon irradiance
sensors sold

Jan 1999

F
 irst employee Nikolai Maris,
one of three owners since Jan
2011

Sep 2003 F
 irst own PVK software for
MS Windows, for I-V curve
analyser
Dec 2004 M
 oving to first own company
building

 ig measuring project with
B
display tableau for FH Wels,
Austria

Aug 2006 F
 lyBy becomes exclusive
distributor for Italy
2007

 lanned 5 PV projects (overall
P
554 kWp)

Nov 2007 F
 irst PV module multiplexing
unit, automatic measurement of
I-V curves
Jan 2008 Changed company into a GmbH
Feb 2008 F
 irst SolarFlare flash-light sun
simulator sold
Jun 2008 F
 irst digital port silicon
irradiance sensor sold

2011/2012 P
 lanned 490 kWp PV project
at Hannover Airport
2012

 irst LED flash-light sun
F
simulator sold

Sep 2015 F
 irst own analogue output
temperature sensors sold
May 2017 F
 irst own digital output
temperature sensors sold
Jul 2017

Optimised uncertainty of
silicon irradiance sensors
published

Sep 2017 F
 irst UniformSun test module
for measuring local
homogeneity of sun
simulators sold

www.pessolar.com
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